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Meiji Japan's Y23 Crisis
and the Discovery of the Future:
Suehiro Tetcho' s N udsan-nen
mirai-ki
KYOKO KURITA
PomonaCollege

X.ATITH

the globaldiffusion
oftheGregoriancalendarand the

v v electronic
computer,fearsofY2K catastrophes
have height-

enedtheemotionalintensity
ofthefin-de-siecle
and millennialaura
surrounding
the year 2000. The machine'sconfusionwhen "00"
follows"99" seemsto reflect
thehuman's excitement
overthe adventof a millennialclean slate, a returnto originsthatpromises
redemption
forthepastbut an undefinedReset forthefuture.This
catharsisof human and machineis being assistedby the global
with Arabic numerals.Alternativessuch as Roman
familiarity
numeralsor Chinesecharacterswouldnothave quitethesame imoftheArabicnupact. It is ironic,however,thatthiscentralization
of
the
mericalsystemsymbolizes
thestrengthening
hegemonyofthe
West, or to be more precise,America. It suggestsa reversalof
efforts
to overcometheperceptionthat"the history
postmodernist
of theworldwas Europeanhistory,"'and to emancipateboththe
West and non-Westfromthe framework
of earlierWesternmetaphysics.
At theturnofthemillennium,
it seemsappropriatefor
therefore,
1 K6yama Iwao's phrase, as quoted in English translation in Naoki Sakai's "Modernity
and Its Critique: The Problem of Universalism and Particularism, " in Masao Miyoshi and
H. D. Harootunian, eds., Postmodernism
andJapan (Durham and London: Duke University
Press, 1989), p. 106.
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a Japan scholar to returnonce again to a notable point of encounter
between modern West and non-modernnon-West (Meiji Japan, in
this case) to re-examine the ways in whichJapanese were prompted
to reconsider their concepts of time and history.It is especially instructiveto compare domestic and imported conceptions of the future, because Japanese during the formativeyears of Meiji, like the
foundersof the United States, and (to a lesser degree) like many of
us at the currentturn of the millennium,had an unusually keen interestin proactivelycreating their own future.
THE GENRE

OF MIRAI-KI 5XB

(RECORDS

OF THE FUTURE)

In Japanese literaryhistory,the classical genre dealing directly
withthe coordinationof the past, the present,and (at least nominally) the futureis that of the mirai-ki *;n1 (records of the future).
(Prince
Such writingswere attributed to Shotoku Taishi -9T,
Sh-otoku,574-622) at various times startingin late Heian throughout the Japanese "Middle Ages" (chu-sei44t).2 However, the occasional "discovery" of manuscripts putatively authored by the
Prince turns out to have been a convention of political discourse, a
literarydevice forrefiguringthe past. During the Edo Period, this
genre was trivialized by Koikawa Shuncho V1JII*1T and other
kibyo-shiauthors into the farcical social satire of such works as
Mudaiki 4EIVWE (1781?) by Shunchoi, Nagaiki mitaikiKARVE
(1783) by Ho-seidoKisanji MA t -iiI, and SorekarairaikiJk-1W*d
(1784) by Taketsue no Sugaru trKtX. Reminding the reader of
rapid changes of customs and trends,these workspresenta series of
concocted impossibilities.What these works consider "the future"
is the realizationofimpossibility,and thereforeit is synonymouswith
outlandishness, absurdity, and comicality.
In the Meiji era, Mantei Oga's Meiji jugo-nenmirai-ki mI+EL1t
**Xli (1881) mined a similar satirical vein. Other writerstried to
revive the Sh-otokuTaishi mirai-ki in a more straightforward
fashion.3 However, by the 1870s, the genre of mirai-kiwas reflecting
2 My account of the mirai-ki(records of the future) ascribed to Sh6toku Taishi is based on
Komine Kazuaki 'J'5WiPM, "Shotoku Taishi mirai-ki no seisei-Mo hitotsu no rekishi
kijutsu," in Bungaku8.4 (Autumn 1997): 96-108.
3 The Sh6toku Taishi mirai-kitradition was re-introduced
and re-invented by Shintoists
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the impact of Japanese translations of Anno 2065; Een Blik in de
Toekomst
(The Year 2065; A Glimpse into the Future, 1865) by "Dr.
Dioscorides" -Dutch scientist Pieter Harting.4 The reception of
Dioscorides's futurological5novel revived and radically revised
Japanese writing about the futureduring a brief but tumultuous
period in the 1880s. This laterefflorescence
ofmirai-ki
is today almost
entirelyforgotten;6
and yet it constitutesa fascinatingeffortto comprehend time, history, and change. Unlike the Shotoku Taishi
mirai-ki,this Meiji variant, overlapping with the better-known
genre of the political novel, explicitlyattemptedto extrapolate past
experience and presentunderstandinginto accounts of futurerealities.
I have identifiedapproximatelyone hundred Meiji-era mirai-ki,
in early Meiji, when Buddhism was actively suppressed and Shinto was encouraged by the
Anti-Buddhist (haibutsukishaku)movement. For example, in 1871, a booklet by a Shintoist
author, Tesshun 1 _,titledKotaishimirai-kiMtT#*V;2,
was published, whose prediction
extends to one thousand years after Prince Shotoku's life. It mentions China's decline and
the threat to Japan of "barbaric" countries. See Kotaishi mirai-ki (Etsuzokan, 1871),
pp. 17-18.
4 Dr. Dioscorides (pseud. of Pieter
Harting), Anno2065; Een Blik in de Toekomst(The Year
2065; A Glimpse into the Future) (Utrecht: J. Greven, 1865). TheJapanese translation/adaptations were: (1) Kamijo Shinji, K6sei yumemonogatari(Keish6kaku, 1874); and (2) Kondo
Makoto, Shin mirai-ki(Aoyama Seikichi, 1878). For a discussion of the inception of this miraiki vogue, and of these two Japanese translations/adaptations ofAnno 2065, see Kurita Ky6ko
ffi:', "Mirai-ki no jidai," in Bungaku9.4 (Autumn 1998), pp. 28-38.
5 I referto Harting's novel as "futurological" to distinguish it from the "futuristic" settings and technological fixationof some entertainment-orientedscience fiction.Futurological
novels do deal with future time, but they tend to be more clearly extrapolated from present
realities and more dialectically concerned with social and political issues. Many later mirai-ki
fitthat description. The more sophisticated the futurologicalconsciousness, the more dialectical the approach to time and change. Most early mirai-kido not attain a level of sophistication
that I would call truly "futurological."
6 Yanagida Izumi VP7I
mentions individual mirai-kiin his Seiji shosetsukenkyui
(Shunjusha: 1967-68, 3 vols.) but does not group them or analyze them as a genre. Two historians
of political thought, Ko5nai Saburo Jj!,
and Hidaka Rokur6 H i%-/]3, have focused on
Suehiro Tetcho's work in their "Seijiteki 'mirai-zu' no hasso yoshiki: Suehiro Shigeyasu,
Nijusan-nenmirai-kio chufshinto shite," in Kindai Nihon shisoshikoza, vol. 3 (Chikuma shobo,
1960), pp. 223-66. Takada Chinami iFR9E0 has examined the symbolism of the railroad
and its relationship to women's rightsin mirai-kiin "Tetsud6 to joken; mirai-ki-gataseiji shosetsu e no ichi shiten," in Kokugotokokubungaku
832 (May 1993): 79-92. KanroJunki tgt4
A discusses only Ryu-so Gaishi's and Suehiro Tetcho5's identically titled Nijusan-nenmirai-ki
in a seriously flawed article, "Niju-san-nen mirai-ki futatabi," in Nagoya kindai bungakukenkyu 14 (December 1996), pp. 19-25. No analysis of Meiji mirai-kias a genre was published
prior to my recent article in Japanese, "Mirai-ki no jidai. "
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the bulk of which were published between 1885 and 1890.' Below, I
will discuss a distinct cluster of three mirai-kiappearing in 1881,
t
1883, and 1885-86, the thirdof which, Najuisan-nenmirai-ki
(1849-96), finally established
* AE by Suehiro Tetchoi
nationwide the phenomenal popularityof the mirai-kigenre. These
three novels were part of a larger group of twentyto thirtymirai-ki
dedicated to considering specificallythe year Meiji 23 (1890)-the
scheduled inauguration of the Imperial Diet-and which I shall
referto below as "Y23" novels. The main focus of this paper is on
Tetcho's Najusan-nen mirai-ki,and its significancein the development oftemporalconcepts and futurologicalwritingin MeijiJapan.
ShotokuTaishi mirai-ki
First, I want to elucidate the differencebetween the Meiji-era
mirai-kiand the earlier "Shotoku Taishi mirai-ki."(4i9*1B,
Prince Shotoku's Records of the Future).8 Prince Shoitokuwas for
centuries considered to be a superhuman figure, endowed with
(among other extraordinaryabilities) the power to tell the future.
This featureof his characterreflectsthe strandof imperial mythology that ascribed divinityto the imperial line. Thus the Nihonshoki
(Chronicles ofJapan, 720), Japan's earliestofficialhistory,records
that Prince Sh-otokupredicted that 250 years after his death he
would be reincarnated as a priest, and build a Buddhist temple.
This claim assertsthe existenceofan Otherworld,the Prince's divinity, and his propheticpowers; indeed, Prince Shoitokuwas venerated by people of all social strata as the Gautama (Buddha) ofJapan.
However, the mirai-kiascribed to Prince Sh-otokufromthe end of
the Heian Period to theJapanese Middle Ages were in factwritten
at various times afterthe Prince's death, by those seekingto borrow
the Prince's authorityin advertisingtheirown political viewpoints
in times of political and social unrest (ransel fLt-).9These accounts
had littleto do explicitlywithwhat we consider "the future." What
7 Research for this project was conducted in Japan (principally at the National Diet Library, Waseda University, and the National Institute ofJapanese Literature) in 1997-98, on
ajapan Foundation Research Fellowship. So far, I have limited my research on mirai-kito the
Meiji Period. The works I included in my count make predictions or tell stories of the future
in one way or another. Works that can be considered futurological in an abstract sense, but
which do not use any future settings or make predictions, are not included.
8 Komine, passim.
9 The first"Sh6toku Taishi mirai-ki" that was "discovered" is known as "Goshuin engi"
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is presented as the futureforPrince Shotoku is already the past for
the actual author and reader: such a work explains, in a way that
supports the author's view of the current situation, how and why
historydeveloped as it did. As Komine Kazuaki has pointed out,
since Prince Shotoku was considered to have authored some of the
country'searliesthistories,mirai-kiputativelywrittenby him were a
persuasive mode of rewritingthe past.'0 The goal of such an activity, of course, was also to re-orientthe readership so as to set a new
course for the future. Still, in terms of explicit narrative, the "future" that was "recorded" lay in the past.
Tying the notion of the futureto that of the past has at least the
potential to lead to a dialectical process of narrating history,and
even implies such a process as an underlyingintent. In many traditions, holding up a mirrorto the present in the past is a common
tool for mapping the present and chartinga course for the future.
Traditional Sino-Japanese historieswere oftenexplicitlytitled"mirrors.a11
However, in consideringnarrativestrategies,the temporal point
at which one places the mirroris all-important.It cannot be overemphasized thatthe Shotoku Taishi mirai-kifocused strategicallyon
the past. In so doing, they fosteredthe conservative ideology that
the futurewas to be found in the past, and-despite their appellation as mirai-ki,they did not make the imaginative shiftinto truly
considering the futurefromthe point of view of the author's and
reader's present-time.In an era of political upheaval, locating the
futurein the past is a convenient way to restore order in society.
However, what is to come cannot always be accounted forby what
has been, nor are human imagination and creativitybounded exclusively by the past.

g+@N
. This textwas carvedon a stonebox dug up froma construction
siteat Hdryiiji
Temple in 1054. Accordingto contemporary
Japanese Buddhistbelief,thiswas two years
aftertheworldhad enteredtheperiodofmappo,whentheBuddhistteachingswerebeingforgotten.The textpredictsits own discovery430 yearsafterPrinceShotoku'sdeath(i.e., approximately
at thetimeit was unearthed),and further
predictsthata kingand his ministers
will build a templetowerto pursueBuddhistteachings.See "Taishi hiden to mirai-ki"in
taishinohon(Gakushuf
Shotoku
Kenkyufsha,
1997), p. 123.
0 Komine, p. 98.
The mostfamousof thesehistoriesis the Okagami,the "Giant Mirror" of the Heian
Period(late 11thcentury-early
12thcentury).
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Dr. Dioscorides'sdaydream
In the 1870s, Meiji readers were exposed to a new way of apprehending and even creating the future:the futurologicalconsciousness exemplifiedin Dr. Dioscorides's Anno 2065. The narrator of
Anno2065 fallsasleep in the middle ofhis thoughtsabout the future,
and in his dream he findshimselfin the year 2065. There he encounters Roger Bacon, a 13th-centuryscientist,accompanied by a
young educated woman of the 21st century,Phantasia, who give
him a tour of the futureLondon, Londinia. When the dirigiblethey
are riding in is about to land in Melbourne, the narratorwakes up
in his armchair.
This dramatic device of the daydream was widely copied. But its
real contributionwas to show a dialectical and even multi-temporal
relationship between past, present, and future: the kind of consciousness I referto as "futurological." The 21st-centuryfutureis
shown to incorporateand engage the 13th-centurypast, via Roger
Bacon's educational dialogues with the "present-day" narrator.
Dioscorides also notablyempowers a woman, Phantasia, who signifiesthe power ofthe Imagination to assist Science in creatingthe future. Furthermore,by settinghis fabletwo centuriesinto the future,
and by making a creative effortto describe that future,Dioscorides
gave a stunningexample of imaginative projection.
Many early Meiji mirai-kiindicate their indebtedness to Dioscorides's futurological novel by at least an emblematic use of
daydream. Dream devices or structurescame to be used widely in
works other than mirai-kias well. An early, primitiveexample is
Toda Kindo's P[1OV political novel,Jokaiharan1NMOR (1880), in
which a geisha called Sakigakeya Oken daydreams about her happy
union withWakokuya Minji. This device of a dream-likeencounter
was elevated into a more literaryromanticismby Koda Rohan in
TsuyudandanV 'n (Dewdrops Dropping, 1889), and especially in
Taidokurontffi (Encounter with a Skull, 1890). It was Rohan's
work that showed Kitamura Tokoku and other Romantic writers
the sophisticated literary possibilities of this device. Dream and
daydream may seem commonplace to us today as literary structures, and they have their native antecedents in Japan in mugenno
(dream noh theater); but theiradvent in modernJapanese literature
can be traced to the Meiji mirai-kigenre and Dr. Dioscorides.
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Meazi mirai-ki
After more than two centuries of international isolation and
domestic tranquility,the fall of the Edo bakufu(Shogunate) and the
rise of the Meiji state marked a time of unprecedentedpolitical turmoil. Early to mid-Meiji Japan was an age of radical disjuncture,
when it became clear that the nation had to be liberated from its
past to survive. Japanese realized that-no matterhow vaguely or
simplistically-the futurehad to be imagined and created. Foreign
threatspressured the countryto react more quickly than it was prepared to; then, once the Meiji governmentwas established,the Diet
was scheduled to open in 1890, much earlier than the people were
prepared for. Furthermore,a rapid importationof advanced technologies and scientificideas fromthe West promptedthe realization
that the future could be something very differentfrom what
Japanese had ever seen. The political novel flourished.Futurological novels by Dutch, French, Russian, and American authors were
translated, and had a pervasive and significantimpact on the literary scene. This was fertilesoil for a second floweringof the genre
" but a variant radicallydifferent
fromwhat had apcalled "'mirai-ki,
peared earlier.
While a literarytaxonomy is not my purpose here, it should be
noted in passing that the Meiji mirai-kiare hardlylimitedin formto
the novel as such, but comprise essays, political statements,histories, scientificarticles, educational material and so on; sometimesa
single work will straddle or incorporatemore than one such category of writing.However, thereis a definiteoverlap with the genre of
the political novel. Both genres undertake allegorical or metaphorical treatmentsofpolitical themes. Both are consequentlydiscounted
or ignored by literaryhistorians. Properlyanalyzed, however, both
can be shown to have a profound bearing on the development of
modernJapanese literature.
The most famous saishi-kajin(hero-beauty)'2political novel, Suehiro Tetcho's Setchulbai
T * (Plum Blossoms in the Snow, 1886), is
also a mirai-ki,albeit closer to the traditional,Shotoku Taishi pattern
than to the developing Meiji variant. Other examples of hybrid
12 Although saishzi-kajin
is often translated as "scholar-beauty," the saishi of Meiji works
are, most crucially, activists in the Freedom and Popular Rights movement, and not necessarily students or teachers or other scholars.
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genres could be cited. Even when not embodied in the form of
the mirai-ki,what may be called a "future-consciousness" exerted
a powerfulimpact on theJapanese people, concerned as theywere
over their character as a newly developing nation. This temporal
sensitivitysuffusesKoda Rohan's long-ignoreddebut novel, Tsuyu
dandan,a transitionaland hybridwork crucial to an understanding
of the development of modern Japanese Romanticism. Historical
novels by Rohan and Mori Ogai toward the end of the Meiji Period
attestto theirsophisticatedsense ofhistoriographyand theirkeen interestin futurologicalperspective.'3Their approach to historywas
literature.
inevitablyinfluencedby theirearlierexperienceofmirai-ki
As I have argued elsewhere, Natsume Soseki also exhibits, for example in Kokoro(1914), a strongconsciousness of futuretime (as a
partofthe new Westerntemporaltrinityofpast, present,and future),
and an extraordinarysubtletyin his expression of it.14
Boomand bust
While it took over a century of intermittentwarfare for the
Tokugawa bakufuto stabilize the country,the period of turmoil in
Meiji was very brief,consideringthe magnitude of the changes involved. Despite, or because of, the brevityof this uncertain, unpredictable situation, miraz-kisaw an intense burst of popularity in
the years immediately preceding the opening of the Diet in 1890.
Statistically,the peak year of mirai-kipublication was 1887. By my
count, the numbers of mirai-kipublished from1885-1890 are as follows:
Year
1885 (Meiji 18)
1886 (Meiji 19)
1887 (Meiji 20)
1888 (Meiji 21)
1889 (Meiji 22)
1890 (Meiji 23)

New Titles
2
11
20
11
7
6

The number of mirai-kipublished in the six years from 1885 to
1890 (inclusive) comes to 57, a high level of concentration of the
"

E.g., Rohan's Unmei(Destiny, 1919); Ogai's Izawa Ranken(Izawa Ranken, 1916).

'" Kurita, pp. 37-38.
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total number published during the forty-fiveyears of the Meiji
Period, which I estimate at about one hundred works.
The peak in 1887 can be explained by the appearance, the year
before, of Naichi zakkyo:Mirai noyume(Domestic Co-existence: A
Dream of the Future), a mirai-kiby the influentialnovelist/critic
Tsubouchi Shoyo6.15
Shoyo's theoreticalSho-setsu
shinzui(The Essence
of the Novel, 1885-86) and fictionalwork were beginning to exerta
pervasive influenceon the literaryscene in those formativeyears of
modernJapanese literature.Mirai noyumedelineated a futuresociety followingthe opening of the Diet, the revision of the Unequal
Treaties, and the institutionof legal, mixed residence of foreigners
and Japanese in Japan (naichizakkyo).In parts it reads just like a political novel, and Shoyo himselfadmits in his introductionthat it is
an allegory, rather than a novel.
With such a prestigious literary figure experimentingwith the
genre, the number of mirai-kipublished nearly doubled in 1887.
However, despite this young genre's popularity and potential,
Shoyo himselfabandoned it, abruptly and sensationally. On April
2, 1888, he announced his reasons (fivein particular) in the Yomiuri
shinbun.One reason was his stated concern "that it may cause serious damage to the futureof the novel in this country" ifotherswere
to continue to imitatehis bad example. It was bad not because ofhis
own lack of skill but because the genre's hypotheticalnature was
essentially an untruth. According to Shoyo, "an authentic novel
should confineitselfto copyingthe presentor the past. It dawned on
me that writingabout the futurein a novel is hardly the goal of a
novelist . . . I secretlybegan to regretwritingit."'16 This statement
reflectsthe realist doctrine of The Essenceof theNovel, and suggests
that Shoyo's experimentation with mirai-kiwas prompted by an
impulse that ran counter to his own best judgment and/or recently
publicized position favoringa realist aesthetics.
Two monthslater, Shoyo explained his reversal furtherin a twopart article in the Yomiurititled"Mirai-ki ni ruisuru shosetsu (Novels in the Category of Mirai-ki)." He begins the article as follows:
Tsubouchi Shoyo, Naichi zakkyo.Mirai noyume(Banseido, 1886).
Tsubouchi Shoyo, "Kichonaru shinbunshi o shakuyo shite," in the contributor's column of the Yomiurishinbun(April 2, 1887). Unless otherwise noted, all translations in this
article are my own.
15
16
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In order to capture the essence of the present one should observe the reality in the
present; similarly,to capture the essence of the past one should study mementos of
the past. I have already explicated this logic repeatedly with regard to the emergence of the novel and the historical novel, respectively. I am certain that readers
have understood this line of argument. There exists, however, something that has
been called a novel even though it does not belong to either category. Recently, it
has gained enormous popularity, and has established a great reputation in literary
circles. How did this come about?'7

In reply to his own question, Shoyo mentions the influence of
Japanese translations of Jules Verne, Albert Robida, and Dioscorides, acknowledgingtheirappeal but rejectingtheirapproach as essentially superficial. Rather, he reiteratesthe point that one needs
to make a first-handobservation of realityin order to grasp the "essence" of an experience, or what he calls myosod
,S. His. conclusion
is that since one cannot experience what has not yet happened, the
futureis simplynot an appropriate topic formodern novel-writing.
Sh6yo shows no awareness that fundamentallyit is just as impossible to re-livethe past as it is to "pre-live" the future.He also lacks
any awareness of the complexityof the "reality" at hand, or of our
apprehensionofit, especially in a societyhe acknowledgesto be multiculturalalready in the 1880s. His argument also lacks any definition of what constitutesan "essence."y
Despite such weaknesses in his argument, Shoyo's renunciation
of his experiment,and his denunciation of mirai-ki,were rewarded
with stunningsuccess. The number of mirai-kipublications immediately witnessed a sharp decline.'8 To this day, the genre of mirai-ki
has attractedalmost no attention,as ifit had been erased fromhistory. This we owe not only to Shoyo's contemporaryprestige and
influence,but also to the power wielded by later Naturalist theoreticians and practitionerssympatheticto Shoyo's doctrines. All in all,
'7 Tsubouchi Shoyo, "Mirai-ki ni ruisuru shosetsu (Novels in the Category of Mirai-ki)"
in the Yomiurishzinbun
(June 14-15, 1887).
18 Other factors of course also contributed to the decline of mirai-kiaround 1888: the Y23
mirai-kifevernaturally diminished as "the year 23" (1890) approached; the public's interest
shiftedto the rapidly formingnew political hierarchy; governmentcensorship was strengthening, preventingpolitical writersfromfreelyexpressing theirideas even in fiction.However, it
should also be noted that the genre of mirai-kihad more freedom for allegorizing and
fictionalizingpolitical issues than any other genre, so that it should have been a convenient
alternative to an openly political work. The abrupt decline of this flourishinggenre, therefore,
seems to be accounted for by Shoyo's influence.
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Shoyo's terminationof his engagement with the mirai-kigenre effectively, if temporarily,stifledthe development of dialectical narrative in Meiji.
The genre did not die offcompletely,or instantly.Though small
in number, writerscontinued to produce mirai-kithroughoutMeiji,
and the genre even experienced a briefrevival in 1903, when eleven
mirai-kiworks were published.'9 In late Meiji and early Taisho, famous authors such as Koda Rohan and Mori Ogai coopted some of
the mirai-ki'sconceptual space by re-inventingthe genre of the
historicalnovel. These two authors knew that historicalnarrativeis
impossible without imagination and creativity,no matter whether
the narrativeis about the past the narrator(or author) witnessed, or
the times in the past thatlie beyond the narrator's (or author's) own
experience. In other words, they realized that envisioning the past
involves dialectical processes similar to those involved in envisioning the future. Conversely, narratives of the future, such as the
Meiji mirai-ki,can also be thoughtof as a kind of history.However,
by the turn of the century,the meaning and perception of temporality had changed, with a greater appreciation of the dialectical
relationshipof past, present,and future.For authors as sophisticated as Rohan and Ogai, historyitselfconsists not merely of events
precedingthe present,but also of the futurethatwe imagine; historyis in factmeaninglesswithouta sense ofthe future.These authors
no longer needed mirai-ki.
Y23 mirai-ki
In 1881, an imperial edict was issued, announcing the plan to
adopt a Constitutionand to open a National Diet (kokkaiFg) in the
twenty-thirdyear of Meiji (1890), as part of the reformsdeemed
necessary foracceptance into the internationalcommunity.At that
time, the general public were stilllargely ignorant of what a kokkai
was and how it functioned.Realizing the need forpolitical education, Oyaizu Chikao 'E-,tj:kA published two novels (for want of a
betterterm) under the pseudonym Ryuiso Gaishi J01:
Kokkei.
FL
Kokkaiyumemonogatari
*
, (Dream Tale of the Diet: A
'9 The 1903 boomlet owed much to the influenceof American socialist utopianism, particularly the work of Edward Bellamy.
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Farce), published in 1881, and Niu/san-nen
mirai-ki_
(The Year 23: A Record of the Future), published in 1883.20 His
effort
to combine an educational intentwiththe idea ofthe futureallies him to some degree with the Sh6toku Taishi mirai-kitradition.
By 1883, the general public's interestin politics was tapering off,
due both to the "pull" of technological and economic progress (as
symbolized by the National Exposition of Industryand Commerce
PSSlZAt#EW that was held five times during the Meiji Period),2'
and to the "push" of what Carol Gluck has called the "denaturing
of politics" in Meiji ideology and praxis.22These circumstances
posed an interestingchallenge forwriters,and led to a productive
period for political novels. It was when the journalist Suehiro
Tetcho was in search of a new way of publicizing his views under
growingoppression fromthe new governmentthat RyuisoGaishi's
second novel, referringexplicitlyto the year Meiji 23 in both title
and content, caught his attention. Tetcho's identicallytitled miraiki, published in 1885-86, helped rekindlenational interestin the political futureof parliamentarypolitics, and popularized the genre of
mirat-kinationwide.
Following the re-publication of Tetcho's Nijusan-nenmirai-kiin
book formin 1886, nine othermirai-kiworkswith "Year 23" in the
titlewere published over the next fouryears; other similarlyoriented Y23 novels without the phrase "Year 23" in the title also appeared; and the number of mirai-kipublications overall increased
dramatically. Because the firsttripletof Y23 novels set the pattern
forthose to follow,and because it was Tetcho's novel in particular
that boosted the vogue in mirai-kito unprecedented heights, I shall
turn now to this initial clusterof three Y23 novels. Ryu-soGaishi's
two early experimentslaid the groundworkforTetcho's epoch-making success.
20 Yanagida Izumi states that Kokkei: Kokkai yume monogatariwas probably written by
Takase Shinnosuke MRfiZ2t (pseud. Tesso A
However, since he offersno evidence to
substantiate this tentative attribution,I choose to continue to attribute authorship to Oyaizu
vol. 1, p. 280.
Chikao (pseud. Ryuiso Gaishi). See Yanagida, Seiji shosetsukenkyut,
21 Almost all Y23 novels attribute the public's decline of interest in the Diet to the attraction of the National Exposition of Industry and Commerce.
22 For more on the government's "effortsto control civic values," including its own "double approach of legal suppression and ideological suasion," see Carol Gluck, Japan 's Modern
Myths:Ideologyin theLate Meiji Period(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), especially
pp. 49-60.
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Kokkaiyumemonogatari
(Dream Tale oftheDiet, 1881)
RyuisoGaishi' s Kokkei:Kokkaiyumemonogatari
(Dream Tale of the
Diet: A Farce, 1881) is an allegorical story,structuredmainly as a
dramatization of the future national assembly.23The narrator,
Kunino Kaizo
- is called to a neighborhood assembly one
night,where representativesof all walks oflife-from a Sinologist, a
banker, a journalist, a lawyer, to a newspaper deliverer, a geisha,
and so on-are gathered to debate the validity of the Diet system.
The neighborhood symbolizes the nation, and the discussion is itselfmeant to be a previewofwhat a Diet session would be like. This
dramatized discussion was developed in RyuisoGaishi's next miraiki intothe sortof full-fledged
Diet debate thatSuehiro Tetcho imitated in his own Nijusan-nenmirai-ki,which precipitated the mirai-ki
feverof 1886-87.
The main discussion in RyuisoGaishi's firstwork takes place between a journalist, who approves of the Diet system,and a scholar
of Japanese classics, who considers it harmful. The discussion
reaches its climax when thejournalist, named Yamikumo Kakizo e
1
("Random Scribbler"), points out that it was an imperial
decree that ordered that the Diet systembe established, and argues
that it is disloyal to the Meiji Emperor not to appreciate his effortto
instill the spirit of freedominto the people. The classicist, named
Furukoto Manabu -f
("Student of Old Koto"-a pun on "koto" the traditionalstringedinstrumentand "koto"' meaning things
or matters) apologizes for his previous statements,and swears his
loyaltyto the Emperor.Just as everyonebegins to celebratethe institution of the Diet system,the narratorwakes up to findthat all of
this was a dream. The way the story is framed as the narrator's
dream, fromwhich he awakens at the end to findhimselfcomfortably resting at home, testifiesto its indebtedness to the Japanese
translations of Dioscorides's similarlyframed futurologicalnovel,
Anno2065, mentioned above.
Although this storydoes not contain any explicit description of
23 Ryuiso Gaishi (pen name of Oyaizu Chikao), Kokkei:Kokkaiyumemonogatari
(Dream Tale
of the Diet: A Farce) (Sendai: Tohoku shinpo-sha, 1881).
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the future,its primaryconcern is, in fact,the futureof Meiji Japan.
RyuisoGaishi's thinlyveiled allegoryclosely tied the establishment
of the Diet systemto the idea of the future.The general picture of
Meiji societywe see in this tale has the Emperor ensconced at the
top, at least nominally, as the irrefutableauthorityreplacing the
Shogunate, while journalists play the role of the Emperor's spokesmen and consensus-buildersforthe new era. They inheritthe status
once occupied by Sinologistsand Japanese classicists. However, unlike Anno2065, Ryuiso's temporalityis linear, since his goal lies in
affirmingthe new imperial authority,as well as in educating the
public about the importanceofthe Diet systemin the futuresociety.
He lets bygones be bygones, and encourages the reader to accept
the new regime. A futurologicaldialectic between the present and
the future,and the past and the future,has no place here.
RyusoGaishi's Niulsan-nenmirai-ki
(The Year23. A RecordoftheFuture,1883)
Ryu-soGaishi's next work assumed a clearer identityas a futurological work. In 1883, two years afterthe publication of Dream Tale
oftheDiet, he published Nijusan-nenmirai-ki(The Year 23: A Record
of the Future).24This work featured "actual" Diet debates, some
six years into the future.
The introduction,by Kikutei Shizuka ***, is highlyreminiscent of the opening passage of Dioscorides's Anno 2065, in which
the narrator-protagonistreflectson past and present, and wonders
what the futuremay hold. Like the narratorof Anno2065, Kikutei
stressesthe apparent unpredictablenessof the futureby referringto
historicalexamples, such as Germany's victoryover France in 1871
and Saigoi Takamori's defeat by the government's army in 1877.
While Kikutei explicitlyunderminesthe credibilityof Shotoku Taishi mirai-kiworks and anyone's abilityto foretellthe distantfuture,
he goes on to claim that neverthelesslogical principles underlie
all natural and social phenomena, and that this enables humans
to know the future. He boldly states,
All phenomena in this universe are in constant flux. It may appear that there is no
way to predict whetherthings are expanding or shrinking,contractingor relaxing.
24

Ryuis6Gaishi, Nijusan-nenmirai-ki(Kokondo shobo, 1883).
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However, everythingin the world, whether organic or inorganic, changes according to a certain principle. If the proper computations are conducted, based on a
study of such principles, is there anything in the world that cannot be predicted?
(p. 5)

The word Kikutei uses for" principle" here isgensoku, AlIJ.In the
followingparagraph, he also uses the word gensoYX to mean the
same thing.25Moreover, Kikutei's use of the term gakumonWrl,
which is now standardJapanese for"scholarship," connotes an activitythat studies a phenomenon, eithernatural or social, and discovers the principlethatcontrolsit, ratherthan any academic discussion of theories and texts.26Kikutei concludes his introductionby
quoting Ryuitei's comment on his attitude toward futurewriting:
"Ry-so told me, 'In writingthis mirai-ki,I was determinedto utilize the most analytical method in order to discover the principles
of the phenomena that emerged in history.' I 27 Kikutei and Ryu-so
are united in advocating this approach of deducing abstract principles from observed data, which had been an important part of
Dioscorides's message; and it is given special prominence in
Kikutei's introduction.RyuisoGaishi's storythen surprisesthe reader with its fantasticsetup.
The story's structureitselfis also reminiscent of Dioscorides's
Anno2065, in that the discussions about the futureare contained in
a dream. The dream-narrativeconsistsof seven sections,the firstof
which introduces a high-spiritedman with a hunting gun on Mt.
Chichibu. He loses his way, and encountersOshio Heihachiroi kt
+Aik (1793-1837), a famous Confucian scholar considered a traitorin the Edo Period,29who has gained superhuman capabilities like
25 Tsubouchi Shoyo's use of the word, shinzui,or essence, in Shosetsu
shinzui,echoes the "essentialism" of such terms as rigakuTh* (science, understood as logical principle) and butsuri
th3 (physics, understood as the principles governing matter) in theJapanese translations of
Dioscorides's Anno 2065, as well as Kikutei's words, genso and gensoku,here.
26 See Ryu-so Gaishi's Niu/san-nen
mirai-ki,p. 6.
27 Ibid., p. 10.
28 For example, see Kondo Makoto, Shin mirai-ki(Aoyama-shi zohan, 1878), pp. 17b-18a,
30b-31a, and 48a-49a. Also see Kamijo Shinji, Kdsei yume monogatari(Yamagiya Seikichi,

1871), pp. 12a-b, 21b-22a, 32b-33a.

29
Many Meiji political novels are historiographicallyrevisionist, often making heroes out
of erstwhile "villains" and "traitors." The most notable example is Komuro Angaido's Toyo
minkenhyakka-den
(1883). In Ryuiso's work, Oshio tells the young hunter that he had been hiding in Mt. Tsukuba before he moved to Mt. Chichibu. Mt. Tsukuba was the site of the Ten-
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a tengu,an imaginarycreature in the mountains. The sectionsfrom
the second to the sixthpresentthe man's questions about Japan's future withregardto the government,constitution,national assembly
(both upper and lower houses), election, and cabinet, each with
Oshio's response. In the seventh section the man wakes up and
findsthat his meeting with Oshio was but a dream.
Just as Roger Bacon was treated in Anno 2065 as a tragic hero
who was ahead ofhis time (in contrastto his persecutionby contemporaries), Oshio in this text is treated not as a public enemy (as he
was in Edo), but as aJapanese Robin Hood. RyuisoGaishi presents
him as a figurewho cared so deeply forthe futureofthe countryand
the people thathis spiritis stilllingeringin Meiji, exhortingthe people as theytake leadership into theirown hands. Meiji intellectuals
like Ryuiso Gaishi thus followed in Dioscorides's footstepsby participating in the re-writingof history. That this was done in
"records of the future" is an indication of an emergingdialectical
sensibilityregarding time and change.
Significantly,the character of Oshio does not himselfrevise the
past, the way the narrator of a Shotoku Taishi mirai-kiwould do.
Oshio's interestis in the future,not of his own world, but of the
reader's world. What Oshio tells his high-spiritedinterlocutoris
mostlyhis recommendationsabout the organization of the Diet and
election, though not his predictions. Then, about three-quartersof
the way into the text the author suddenly begins to depict a discussion in a Diet meeting, the same way Suehiro Tetcho would two
years later.
"Mr. Chairman. The Diet was organized by a Constitution established by Imperial authority. Our party do not concern ourselves as to whether the Constitution
should be Imperially bestowed or Contractual. We only desire the welfare of the
people, and that is why we have the rightto speak. My dear gentlemen! Please try
to read books on governmentin other countries and determine what status of person is appropriate to be designated as Prime Minister. Is it not the case that in all
countries that are run by constitutional governments, kings appoint prime
ministersfromamong the membership of Diets and Senates? . . . " As soon as the
speaker finished,the assembly hall was filledwith voices of support and objection.
(DD.

44-45)

guto Incident in 1864; Mt. Chichibu was another hotbed of dissent, and (later) the site of
another anti-government "incident." These geographical hints tell us that Oshio symbolizes
the spirit of Freedom and Popular Rights.
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The fifthand the sixth sections present similar statementsaddressed to the Chairman. The proponents alternate between younger, radical members, who think that the Constitution should be
revised and be reconfirmedby social contract,and older, conservative members, who try to balance progress and order. This is
another idea that Tetcho borrowed and developed in his version of
Nuijusan-nenmirai-ki,the firstpart of which consists of similar exchanges between people of opposed opinions.
Despite the appearance of liberalism suggested by the author's
choice of the propheticanti-governmentfigure,Oshio's recommendations are on the whole quite conservative. They also stop shortof
actual prediction. Oshio does advise that the governmentwillingly
grant people political rights(however narrowly"the people" is defined),but the purpose is to pacifythem and to avoid incitingthem
unnecessarily. The Meiji Constitutionis bestowed upon the people
by Imperial authority(kinteikenpothose who create disort,i);
der in society,demanding that social contractbe the basis ofthe constitution(kokuyaku
should be kept in check by the
kenpoP,),
police. The divine Emperor maintains the highest authorityin the
judicature, in governmental administration, and in the military.
The Diet should work firston budgetary and tax issues, since it is
not ready to tackle political issues. Half of the Diet members should
be wealthy,well-establishedmen of mature age, who are not necessarilykeen on politics. A magnificentDiet building should be built,
and the opening ceremony should be attended by the Emperor and
high officialsdressed in the most formalattire. Ideas importedfrom
the West should not be applied directlyto Japanese situations.
AlthoughRyuisoGaishi gives contradictorysignals as to where he
findsthe locus of sovereignty,withthe Emperor or withthe people,
he is fundamentallyaware thatconstitutionalismis the way ofthe future. In the final section Oshio emphasizes that the government
should take the lead in changing the Constitution into a kokuyaku
The lack of clarityin Ryuso's presentationderives fromhis
kenpo-.
effortto weigh the pros and cons ofkokuyaku
kenpoversus kinteikenpo-,
i.e., the people's power and the Emperor's authority. While he
makes repeated effortsto show respect towards the Emperor, his
true message is that a peaceful arrangementshould be made to give
the people the ultimate power to govern themselves.
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In terms of literaryhistory,Ryuiso Gaishi posted some significant accomplishments. He should be given credit, forexample, for
helping to localize the Western futurologicalnovel by crossing it
with Japanese mirai-kitradition, presenting Oshio Heihachiroi, a
Japanese historical figure,as the embodiment of moral authority.
Oshio is Ryuiso's stand-in both forthe traditionalmirai-ki'sPrince
Shotoku and forDr. Dioscorides's Roger Bacon. Ryuso-also invented, at least inJapan, the idea ofdepictinga futureparliamentarydebate. Suehiro Tetcho's later work of the same title may have
achieved superiorcommercial and criticalsuccess, but it was Ryuiso
who originated the use of this device in Japan. In so doing, he
promoted the development of a dialectical sense of the relationship
of past and present. We must also acknowledge the importance of
Ryuis6 Gaishi's role in departing fromthe Japanese mirai-kitradition by beginning to write about the futureas if to record an event
in progress.30Ryu-soGaishi's use of Oshio also furtheredthe idea
of a dialogue with the past as a way of approaching the future.This
imaginative leap, as well as the use of "actual" dialogue, strongly
promotedthe habit ofdialectical discourse, in a complex intellectual
arena in which both author and reader shared the experience of living the present and the futuresimultaneously.31
It is noteworthythat it was the opening of the Diet, ratherthan
such likelycandidates as scientificinnovation or socialist ideology,
that motivated this development in time-consciousness.This hard
political fact points us towards one of Ryu-soGaishi's limitations.
30 A close reading of the text reveals a gradual shiftin Ryu-so's use of auxiliary verbs and
verbs. He firstuses beshiand ramuto express Oshio's predictions as conjecture. He then increases the use of infinitivesin descriptions of rules, omitting the use of auxiliary verbs,
perhaps in order to avoid the monotony of repetition. The meaning of beshialso modulates
from conjecture to command. Finally, Ryu-so launches into a running commentary,
deploying imperfectiveverb forms, as in on-the-spot broadcasting.
31 Kanro Junki comments, in his "Nijuisan-nen mirai-ki futatabi," that Ryuiso Gaishi's
Y23 novel merely highlights"the act of predicting the futureitself,rather than the content of
the future world." Kanro also claims that this novel describes "the future in the future
tense." (See Kanro, p. 22.) Kanro's statements, designed to exalt the originality of Suehiro
Tetcho and belittle the prior achievements of Ryuiso Gaishi, are only partially correct. Ryuiso
Gaishi dramatically sketches the scene of a futureDiet meeting in progress. If, in content, the
debates reflectpre-Y23 concerns, we should still recognize that the imaginative effortto enact
a futureDiet debate is highlyoriginal forits time and place. And, crucially, it is writtenin the
present tense, an innovation Kanro credits Tetcho with. See Ryuiso Gaishi, Nijusan-nenmiraiki, pp. 44ff.
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For Ryuso, the futuremeant the futureof the Constitutionand the
Diet. Unlike Dioscorides's 1865 novel, which sets the scene in a distant future(the year 2065), Ryuso's futurelies merely a few years
ahead. There are some indicationsthatRyuisotriedto put into practice the method of scientificinferencethat Kikutei promotes in his
introduction.But inferencealone is not enough to see two centuries
into the future,and Ryuisowas not yet ready to followDioscorides
all the way.
One important differencebetween Dioscorides and Ryuiso lies
in their attitude toward the power of imagination. Dioscorides, a
visionary as well as a scientist,encourages one to use the power of
imagination in order to transcend the limits of human reason. For
him, imagination is essential for envisioning the future,since it is
that vision of the futurethat stimulates science and technologyto
realize it in real life.32Ryuso, on the other hand, more politically
oriented, relies too much on logical reasoning to take advantage of
the imaginative aspect of Oshio as a prophet. This differenceis
manifestedin the factthat while Roger Bacon in Anno2065 lives in
the futureand approves of the societyhe lives in, Oshio in Nijusannenmirai-kiis an aged contemporaryof the reader in 1883. Also,
Oshio's identitybecomes more amorphous in the course of the
work, since his role as a political advisor forthe near futureis suddenly displaced by the intrusion of a third-personnarrator, who
starts giving a running commentaryof a Diet session in progress.
Although the presentation is highly interesting, the narrative
scheme collapses at thispoint, since the demarcation between Oshio
and narratoris now blurred. The futureevents seem to be unraveling by themselves,as ifin the natural course ofthings.Ryuiso's temporal concept encompasses past, present, and future, at least the
near future,as an integratedcontinuum. Therefore,he thinksit is
possible to know the near futureby extrapolatinglinearly fromthe
present.What he does not realize is thatevents in the future,as well
as those in the past, can only be constructedthrougha dialectical
process by the person who lives "now"-in this case, the young
hunter. When Ryu-so-ceases to tell the futurethrough Oshio, the
tragic hero of the past, there is no dialogue between Oshio and the
32

See my discussion of Anno 2065 in "Mirai-ki no jidai," p. 35.
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hunter(the hero of the present)to sustain a trulydialectical, futurological approach. Ryuiso's futurenarrative comes to an end.
NeitherKikutei Shizuka nor RyuisoGaishi is rememberedtoday;
nor have I been able to locate any pertinentbiographical information. What we do know is thattogether,RyuisoGaishi as author and
Kikutei as editor published several works of gesaku(popular, vernacular fiction),all of which deal withthe confusionof theirrapidly
changing society. Although their literary effortsdid not survive
theirown times in popular consciousness, theyprepared the ground
for Suehiro Tetcho's debut and success.
SUEHIRO

TETCHO'S

NIJUSAN-NEN MIRAI-KI

(THE YEAR 23: A RECORD OF THE FUTURE, 1885-86)

In 1885, Suehiro Tetchoi (1849-96) serialized a mirai-kiin the
shinbununder the title, Yumeni narenare(May This Be Just a
Cho-ya
Dream); its titlewas changed to Niu-san-nen
mirai-ki(The Year 23: A
Record of the Future) in the followingyear when it was republished
in book form.33
Since the work is known by its revised name, I shall
referto it below as Niju-san-nen
mirai-ki.Even though copyrightwas
not well-developed at the time,34it is quite possible that Tetcho
negotiatedthe use of the titlewithRyuisoGaishi. I know of no other
workswith idencontemporaryexample of two completelydifferent
tical titlesbeing published so closely together.35
As I have noted above, Tetcho borrowed importantdevices from
and fromthe origiRyuisoGaishi, both fromKokkaiyumemonogatari
nal Nju-san-nen
mirai-ki.But Tetcho's work achieved unprecedented
popularity.It was received so enthusiasticallynationwidethatmany
subsequent editionsofthe same textwere published by several different publishersin different
cities.36The idea of writingabout the fuSuehiro Tetcho, Niujsan-nenmirai-ki(Osaka: Akazawa Seikichi, 1886).
Proprietary rightsto woodblock texts and images existed even in the Edo Period, but a
copyrightlaw was not adopted until 1899.
35 Ryuiso Gaishi reprinted his own Niusan-nen mirai-kiin 1886, and Kanro speculates that
the purpose of the reprinting was to confuse the public and to benefit financially from
Tetcho's success. How (or whether) this impinged upon any agreement with Tetcho is not
known. See Kanro, pp. 24-25.
36 The Choyashinbun
newspaper reportedon December 16, 1886 that, by then, over 32 printings of Niu-san-nenmirai-kihad been undertaken, and a total of over 300,000 copies had been
34
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ture as if it were presentwas widely advertised, and post-inaugural
Diet politics became the national obsession.
A dystopian
future
Why did Suehiro Tetcho, a renownedjournalist, begin writingfiction? Yanagida Izumi discusses this question extensivelyin his Se/ij
He explains that due to "governmental oppression,
sho-setsu
kenkyu.37
stagnation, and the intellectuals' spiritlessness,political discussions
and movementswere paralyzed" around 1885, and he quotes from
Tetcho: "If one discourses seriouslyabout the world, the audience
falls asleep and does not respond. If one expresses it allegorically,
people rush to buy it, and the price of paper goes up in Tokyo.38
Knowing that a dystopian vision would create a greater sensation
than a utopian one, Tetcho reversedthe role of the utopian dream
in Anno2065, and ironicallytitledit (in its original newspaper version), "May This Be Just a Dream."
Tetcho's Nijusan-nenmirai-kihas a two-tierstructure. The first
half is an enactment of discussions taking place in Diet sessions,
presented i4 the formof newspaper reports,and interspersedwith
commentaryby two men: Shingin-kun PFR&ffl,"Mr. Languish,"
and Shinkotsu-kunW1?PM,
"Mr. Sleepyhead. " The workopens dramatically in mediasres with a Diet member's speech at some unspecifiedfutureDiet session, decryingthe people's lack of political
awareness and participation. It is when a dialogue between Shingin
and Shinkotsuinterruptsthe speech that the reader realizes that the
speech is in a newspaper that these two commentatorshave been
reading.39Tetcho thus advertisesthe effectivenessof the newspaper
(still a novelty)as a medium: it reproduces the event withimmediacy, and it spreads the news promptly.The discussion between the
two readers in the work, Shingin and Shinkotsu, also encourages
sold. See Yanagida, Seiji shosetsukenkyuz,
vol. 2, p. 412. Yanagida estimates that a total of over
500,000 copies were sold. So far, I have examined eight differenteditions of Niu-san-nenmiraiki, published in 1885-86 in Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto. Although the printing types and publishers differ,the content of all eight is identical.
3
Yanagida, Seiji shosetsukenkyu,vol. 2, pp. 401-406.
38

Ibid., p. 405.

At the beginning of the work there are two illustrations, one of which shows two men in
Western clothes sittingat a round table with newspapers on it, as the text describes on pp. 45.
39
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the reader of the work to participate in reading newspapers and in
discussing currentissues as readily as theydo. The ideas in the fictive presentationof an assemblyman's speech in the futureare transmitted by the readers inside the work to the readers outside the
work, like ripples spreading wider and wider.
Newspaper articles, the two men's dialogue, and the Diet members's speeches all reveal in one way or anotherhow the Diet is not
functioningas the two men would like. Not only does the Diet have
structuralproblems such as too many dysfunctionalpolitical parties
to make decisions (pp. 7-10), it suffersfrom chaotic proceedings
and even physical strugglein and around the Diet building.40The
two men blame the lack of thorough preparation in Meiji 17-18
(around 1884-85) forcreating a situation far fromideal.
"What are you sighing over, Shingin?"
Shingin replied, "I had great expectations vested in the Diet until now, but when it
finallystarted,there were too many things that disappointed me. Around the 14th
year of Meiji (1881), the whole countrywas engulfedby political passion, and political parties had great enthusiasm. I thoughtthat the preparation forthe opening of
the Diet was well under way, and that a perfectDiet would be installed. However,
when it came to about the 17th and 18th year of Meiji (1884-85), the society fell
into chaos-hardly anyone, except fora small minority,paid much attentionto the
mattersof the Diet. Before therewas a chance to organize parties, the Diet opened.
As a result, we have many troubles now. More than half the number of those who
willinglydedicated themselves to social reformseven or eight years ago have sold
their honor to obtain governmental positions, or have been obliged to return to
theirfamilies's homes in the country.That is why we have so fewtrustworthy
members in the Diet...."
(p. 6)

The time referredto by the phrase "seven or eight years ago" is
of course not seven or eight years prior to the publication of
Tetcho's work, but seven or eight years prior to the year Meiji 23
(1890), when the storytakes place, i.e., 1882-83. Tetcho's main
goal lies in reproachingthe people, both in the cityand the countryside, fortheirpolitical apathy, and in encouraging them to engage
more robustlyand responsiblyin political discourse and action in
the present, in preparation for the inauguration of the Diet.
However, beyond that, he himselfdoes not predictthe futureor tell
40 The two men, Shingin and Shinkotsu, gossip about violent activities by the radical
group (pp. 27-28). They also complain about the disorganized speeches and chaotic organization at a Diet session (pp. 29-32).
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us how to prepare forit, as one mighthave expected fromthe title
"Nijuisan-nen mirai-ki."
The firstpart ends with the pleasant shock of another dramatic
re-framingwhen the narratorwakes up fromhis reverie at his desk
in the Cho-ya
shinbunoffice:we learn only now that the whole narrative, up to thispoint, has been a dream. The narratorsays, "I guess
I was dreamingjust now. I hope the Diet session in the year twentythree will not turn out to be like that. Tapir, eat up this dream!41
May this be just a dream!" The original title of the work, Yumeni
nare,nare,comes fromthis last wish.
The second half of the work contains Tetchoi's opinions and
recommendationson the currentstate of political affairs,addressed
directlyto the reader by the author. Although it followsthe fictional
part, this second part lays the foundationforthe fictivefirstpart. As
a first-person
exhortationof the reader, it is reminiscentof the narrator's historicalmusings at the opening of Dioscorides's Anno2065.
Dioscorides's narrator began Anno 2065 by elucidating the significance of earlier studies and discoveries, which made possible
later accomplishments;he then cast his thoughtson the future,creatively imagining it. He projected himself into the future, a shift
which propelled a new narrativeoccurringin futuretime. Structurally speaking, the narrative frames are neatly "nested." By contrast,Tetcho's fictionof the futureDiet comes first,followedby his
rationalizations. He sacrificesany real artisticintegrityor unity or
organic development. His approach is fundamentallypresent-based
and one-dimensional.
It is not surprising,therefore,thatTetcho's criticalattitudein the
novel's second part also makes a stark contrastwith Dioscorides's
optimisticoutlook forthe future.Tetcho warns the reader how unpredictable historyor life is, what unexpected elements disturbhuman endeavor, and therefore,how cautious one must be in preparing for an importantevent. He laments, "Five years have passed
like a travelingbullet or a shootingstar, and the time passed feelsas
shortas a dream that lasted while cooking millet.42It is painful to
41 Tapir (P)

were traditionally said to eat dreams.
J
Tetcho's phrase, X
j,O
r, / , invokes the classical Chinese expressions
/ *, and MT3 L,B
referringto an old legend. Once upon a time, a young man called
Lusheng KtI experienced an entire lifetimein a dream that took place during the shortwhile
42
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thinkof how littleprogresswe made in that time, in cultivatingour
knowledge and skills" (p. 56). For Tetchoi,there is a gap between
the way the world is physicallychanging, and the way people are (or
are not) changing; this is where his pessimism originates.
The opinions expressed in this second part are in factreiterations
of what was already mentioned in the firstpart. Tetcho-warns the
reader that the existing problems in the year Meiji 18 (1885) will
cause havoc in the year Meiji 23 (1890), since the public is paying
no heed to resolvingthem. It is worthreviewingin detail Tetcho's
nine points of concern:
First, too many political parties exist withoutreal solidarity; second, assemblymen
are poor public debaters, which causes disorder in proceedings; third, there is a
fierce argument over whether human rights are bestowed upon men by imperial
authority (*tI) or natural endowment (XR); fourth, assemblymen lack experience in practical matters of business, and offerimpractical propositions; fifth,
fewassemblymen excel as orators; sixth,violent language and behavior are seen inside and outside the Diet, and interferewith proceedings; seventh, the election law
is so flawed that unfitcharacters wind up in the Diet; eighth, the middle class have
little interestin political affairs,and public opinion is barely cultivated; ninth, the
lower class have no idea about what the Diet is. (pp. 62-63)

The restofthe workis a reiterationand expansion ofthese points.
There are eight chaptersin the latterpart of the work, but no chapter heading or specifictopic assigned to each chapter; they do not
neatly correspond to the nine-pointlist. Tetchoi ends the work by
emphasizing that the people should wake up to the realitythat they
have workto do iftheyhope to constructa successfulparliamentary
system.
Dichotomy
and Myopia
Apart fromits division into two parts or tiers,Tetcho's Y23 miraikilacks any thorough-goingorganization. There is, however,a striking consistencyin rhetoricalapproach. Tetcho structureshis argument by categorizingmattersinto sets of polar opposites, so many
that the affirmationof binary distinctionsmay be said to be the
work's characteristicmode of discourse.
First, the overall nature of the work as a dystopian picture of the
that the innkeeper was cooking millet.
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near futureis itselfpurposelyantitheticalto the distant and utopian
future often celebrated in the West, in such works as Thomas
Moore's Utopia(1516) and Tommaso Campanella's Cityof theSun
(1602). This Westernutopian tradition(ratherthan the complementarytraditionof dystopian literature)was reflectedin Dioscorides's
Anno2065, a work even betterknown at that time to the Japanese
reading public. Tetcho's reactionary,dystopian strategydid attract
attention;but it severelylimitedhis work's possibilitiesas a futurological narrative.
Tetcho's choice of a dystopian frameworkis merelyone of many
binary distinctions in Nyjusan-nenmirai-ki.For example, Tetcho
recommends that the governmentadopt the British two-partysystem, and that the seating at the Diet be divided into two sections,
physicallyreinforcingthe split of political belief(pp. 31-32, 66-67).
Human rightsare eitherbestowed upon the people by the Imperial
power or theyare an innate possession of all men (pp. 80-81). Theoryand practice,philosophyand business, knowledgeand execution,
all are diametricallyopposed.43In explicitlySocial Darwinian terms
(as conceived in Japan), people are eithersuperior%X or inferior?%
X (pp. 85-86, 92). The countryconsists of the center 4i9 and the
periphery*&J (pp. 70-74). And so on.
Konai Saburo and Hidaka Rokuro have argued that the future
that Tetcho has in mind here is not much more than a political activist'ssummationofthe general public's vague, impressionisticimI would carry that observation further:in
age of the near future.44
spite of his futuresetting,Tetcho is limited to pointing out present
undesirable behavior, and implicitlyrecommending the opposite.
Tetch6's futuredoes not reallylie in a temporal future,but signifies
I findit particularlysignifimerelythat-which-the-present-is-not-yet.
cant that Tetcho blames the public fortheirexpectation that, without any contributionfromthem, the Diet will neverthelessbegin to
functionproperlyand spontaneouslywiththe advent ofthe year 23.
Apart fromthe moral aspect ofthiscriticism,the gratuitousdivision
oftimeintopre-Y23 and post-Y23 extendsTetcho's characteristically
binary, dualistic mode of expression into the conception of time.
4
For example, Tetcho writes, "To lecture on an abstract argument and to followthe practice in reality are naturally two differentactivities." Ibid., p. 92.
44 Konai Saburo and Hidaka Rokuro, p. 227.
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One could say that Tetcho lacks the imagination of a Dioscorides
to freethe futurefromthe present, since his dystopian image of the
near futureis composed of elements that are present at hand. As
with Ryu-soGaishi, Tetcho's "future" is severely constrained by
present political limitations, quite as much as the Shotoku Taishi
mirai-kiwere bound by the past. In fact,thereis a commonalitybetween the traditionof Shotoku Taishi mirai-kiand Tetch6's Nijusannenmirai-kiin that they both make recommendationsbased on the
criticismof the past or the present. Shotoku Taishi mirai-kiworks
are in a sense a backwardly dystopian literaturethat findsfault in
the past, while Tetcho's Niu/san-nen
mirai-kiis the firstJapanese
that is dystopianin a forwardsense, even though it does not
miraoi-ki
trulyengage the future.
In fact,Tetcho's Niu/san-nen
mirai-kifailsto engage in a dialogue
with either the futureor the past. He even discourages the reader
fromthinkingof a distantfuture.In stressingthe importanceof developing practical skills and studying immediate circumstances,
Tetcho denounces those who advocate the theoriesof Guizot, Mill,
or Spencer, because he believes thattheoriessuch as theirsmightbe
applicable fora societya thousand to ten thousand years into the future, but are not useful forany immediate reformin Japan (p. 89).
For a similar reason, he dismisses the republican systemof government as the figmentof scholars' rootlessimaginations and therefore
too idealistic to have any real impact on the present situation. According to him, one need not, and should not, bother about a distant future,or an ideal society. This interestin the near futurebut
not a distantfuturereveals a certaincontradiction,or at least limitation, in Tetcho's own thinking,and suggeststhat he is not yet free
fromthe restrictionsof the Shotoku Taishi mirai-kitradition.
Tetcho's dystopian mindset surely contributed to the lack of
mirai-ki.Althoughutopian literatureand dysfuturityin Niu/san-nen
topian literatureare like twins in theirorigin, there is a significant
differencein theirimpact on the reader's temporality.While utopian literaturegenerates a desire forthe futurein the reader's mind,
and creates a forwardmomentumin the reader's thoughts,dystopian literature,though it firstoffersa vision of the future,instills a
backward momentum, away fromthe future.It does not necessarily
encourage the reader to investigate the past, either, since the
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present-the futureof the past-may not be verypleasant. A dystopian attitudethus can, as in the case of Tetch6, cause a myopic attachmentto the present at hand.
Theoryand Praxis
Tetcho's temporal myopia is caused partlyby his belief in journalistic realism: that one should base one's judgment on truthfulinformationand data, ratherthan on theory.This near-sightedattention to "fact" raises a furtherproblem in Tetcho's argumentation,
since despite his distrustof pure theory,he does clearlydepend on a
certainlevel of theorizing.He criticizesthe people forbeing swayed
so easily by immediate circumstancesand benefits,ratherthan principles (pp. 104-105). He also states that political groups should be
formedaround shared political beliefsand goals, ratherthan dictated by the situationat hand (p. 76). One could go so faras to say that
in spite of himself,Tetcho actually makes theoreticalprinciplesthe
basis of his political approach.
Another point of ambivalence concerns Tetcho's idea of natural
development. On the one hand, he criticizesthe public fornot planning ahead. They should realize instead that things often do not
develop as one expects,since one cannot reallypredictwhat will happen, just as changes in weather cause unexpected delays in a journey (p. 52). In a similarvein he findsfaultwiththe public forsimply
assuming that the Diet will naturally come to shape itself,just as
abundant crop and good growth come to materialize naturally
without any prior planning or hard work.
Even cultivating mountains and plains to make rice paddies and mulberry fields
would take some years. It would take much longer if we were to plant the seeds of
freedomand happiness fora hundred generations to come. However, what we are
doing now is to allow weeds to spread and to leave stones piled up, simply waiting
g4fi
forNature to bring out healthybuds and good harvest ( n
t AbJv
r v 3 A) (pp. 61-62).

On the otherhand, he warns that one should not, and ultimately
cannot, interruptthe course of nature:
/ z
J
Affairsof society are said to emerge naturally out of necessity ( n
AtL A'). When the time is ripe, things will emerge by themselves (nn t
(p. 84)

-
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Tetchod's statements seem to present a basic contradiction.
Should people make an effortto change or control the course of
contexts,
nature, or not? The confusionarises because, in different
Tetcho implies different
thingsby the same word, shizen.He seems
to be thinkingof (1) "nature" in the sense of inherentcharacter;
and (2) "nature" in the sense of the externalenvironment,natural
with
or metaphorical. When he says that one should not interifere
''nature,' he means the innate nature of things. He is thinkingof
the inherentpolitical abilities of theJapanese people, which may be
underdeveloped but can evolve, and without foreign assistance.
When he warns that "nature" is not dependable, he seems to mean
elementsin one's exteriorenvironmentwhose workingsare arcane,
foreign, not to be imposed artificially.He is thinking here of
Western political theory.
This does not mean that Tetcho is happy with currentpolitical
conditions, or willingto let thingsdevelop withoutpromptingfrom
him. The narrator's dystopian vision of the futureis a reflectionof
Tetcho's view of unreconstructedJapanese political immaturity.In
the latterhalfof the work,he refersto the bad dream in the firsthalf
as kuchuno rokaku(a castle in the air) (pp. 57, 113), and no-chu
no
gensho(an illusion in the brain) (p. 113). He considers the public
to be even more deeply "asleep" than the narrator was. Here
Tetcho's musings on "nature" turnto a considerationof cause and
effect.The vision, however dystopian, was a natural phenomenon.
The cause is political immaturity; the effectis a dismal future.
When the people eventuallywake up, public opinion will successfully drive the constitutionalsystemjust as steam drives machinery.45
Paradoxically, Tetcho's use of the literarytrope of dream derives
partlyfromthe popularityof Dioscorides's Anno2065, and was thus
somethingof a foreignelement he should have been suspicious of;
nonethelesshe seems to have adopted it gladly as a literarydevice.46
There are also indications that Tetcho was attracted to other
Western ideas, including the philosophy and practice of historical
narrative and analysis. Prior to his debut, the most popular
Suehiro Tetcho, Nuidsan-nenmirai-ki,p. 107.
One reason Tetcho found the dream device congenial was that it did not seem entirely
foreign:it resembled an aspect of mugen-no
(dream noh theater). Also, the dream device had already been adopted by other Meiji writers prior to his use. See also Kurita, p. 33.
4

46
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Western historical writingsavailable in Japanese translation were
Histoirede la civilisationen Europe (1828) by Fran?ois Pierre Guillaume Guizot (1787-1874),47 and Historyof Civilizationin England
(1857, 1861) by Henry Thomas Buckle (1821-62).48 Both works
tried to analyze and explain cause and effectin history,ratherthan
merelylistingup factschronologically;it was a new methodologyin
Japan, and it appealed to intellectuals.Tetcho himselfrefersto both
Guizot and Buckle in Nijusan-nenmirai-ki.Moreover, his very attempt to claim independence from the Western precedent of Dioscorides's futurologicalnovel, by presentingan antithesisto a utopian vision of the future,is predicated on the imported method of
deducing the possibilitiesforthe futureby a close observationofcurrent affairs.The more dramatic a pose Tetcho strikesagainst the
vain speculation and emptytheoriesofthe West, the more he proves
his indebtedness to Western theory.
One Western philosopher whose name Tetcho mentions only in
passing in his condemnation of theorists,but whose thoughthe approaches tantalizingly, is Hegel.49 Tetcho's insistent dichotomies
are, like the Hegelian thesis and antithesis,deployed in the interests
of some ultimate resolution or synthesis. However, Tetcho often
seems to privilege one element of a pair over another (e.g., praxis
over theory),ratherthan committinghimselfto a dialecticaldevelopment to create some kind of synthesis.And an even greater roadblock to progressingdialecticallyinto the futureis the Year 23 itself.
Extrapolating fromthe currentsituation, Tetcho firstconceives the
near futureof Year 23 as a pitifulstate of affairs.In so doing, he
defines by negation the contrary and thereforeoptimal future of
responsible parliamentarypolitics. In the second half of Nju/san-nen
4
Nagamine Hideki, trans., Ydroppabunmeishi(Keishokaku, 1874-75). Nagamine based
his translation on C. S. Henry's Historyof Civilizationin Europe, an English translation of
Guizot's work.
48 Doi Koka, trans., Eikokubunmeishi
(Hobunkaku, 1879 & 1883). Doi translated the 1871
edition of Buckle's work.
4
Hegel's philosophy was known to intellectuals fromearly on in Meiji. For example, the
highly acclaimed Enlightenment scholars Nishi Amane, Tsuda Masamichi and Nishimura
kaiin
Shigeki mention Hegel knowledgeably in theirarticles in Meirokuzasshi and Tokyodgakushi
vol. 3 (Chikuma
zasshi, starting in the 1870s. See Metij keimoshiso-shu-,Metij bungakuzenshut,
shobo, 1967), pp. 68, 134, 360. By 1894, there was enough interestin Hegel forthe entire text
of Hegel' s Lectureson thePhilosophy
ofHistoryto be translated intojapanese by Shibue Tamotsu
and published as Rekishikenkytiho
(Hakubunkan, 1894), 2 vols.
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mirai-ki,he seems to want to effecta synthesis.He raises specificis-

sues or areas ripe forresolution and progressivedevelopment. But
he never accomplishes synthesis.He never presents concrete solutions. He has no vision of the future,afterall.
Another point of resemblance to the Hegelian approach lies in
Tetcho's insistence on utility.As Tom Rockmore has observed (in
Before&AfterHegel, 1993), Hegel integrated"the historicaland systematic aspects withina single philosophical vision," and "stressed
the importance of grasping concreteness."50 In Nijusan-nen mirai-ki
Tetcho franklyprivilegesthe concrete and the practical, even as he
himselffailsto provide real solutionsto the problemshe sees so clearly. Throughout the latterpart of the text,he emphasizes the importance of utilityand concreteness in various ways: he recommends
accurate data collection, statisticalanalysis, study of modern European history,and especially trainingin practical fieldssuch as law
(including constitutionallaw) and economics (p. 95). He also suggeststhatpoliticians engage in practical cost-benefitanalysis (Pt1cQD
fI]7, p. 90), and obtain trainingin practical business skills(such as
accounting) and practical political skills (such as oratory).
Advocating the acquisition of this sort of practical skill and exp. 89) in the real world is the farthestTetcho
perience (-k b
goes in bridgingthe gap between theoryand praxis. Since Tetcho
himselfswitchedfromjournalism to fiction,his proposals appear to
run contraryto his own praxis. However, it is likelythatTetcho considered a novelistto be more deeply engaged than a journalist in the
actual cultivationof public consciousness. It is also true that he had
a most practical reason to change the presentationofhis opinions. It
is well known that in 1875, while servingas chiefeditorof the To-kyoakebono
shinbun,Tetcho became the firstvictimofthe Newspaper Act
precisely because of his attack on this new obstacle to freedomof
speech. His imprisonmentin fact earned him instant fame, and
even Fukuzawa Yukichi celebrated his courage.51However, Tetcho
also became keenlyaware thathe needed to modifyhis attackon the
government,and that his new status as a novelist, especially as a
writerof the future,was likelyto preclude such punishment. Writ50 Tom Rockmore, Before&AfterHegel. A HistoricalIntroduction
toHegel's Thought(Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1993), p. 54.
51 See Yanagida, Seiji shosetsukenkyu-,
vol. 2, p. 327.
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ing about the futurewas thus a convenientway of avoiding government censorship and repression. On balance, it would be fair
enough to conclude that Tetch6 appreciated the utilityof literature
somewhat in the way the Meiroku-sha people did: as a tool of en52
lightenment.

CONSTRAINTS

ON THE FUTURE

IN Y23 NOVELS

In theJapanese tradition,the nearest thing one findsto utopian
thinkingis the conception of paradise.53This was freeof any settled
definitionof chronos or topos, until the Japanese translations of
Dioscorides's Anno 2065 were published in the 1870s. In 1881,
RyufsoGaishi's firstmirai-ki(Kokkaiyumemonogatari)presented for
the firsttime in Japan a fictivediscussion set in the near futureof
the inaugural Diet (in a sense, the presumed paradise of politics),
but did not engage in a futurologicalinvestigationof the author's
present, past, or future. Two years later, his Nijusan-nenmirai-ki
marksthe beginningofthe subsequentJapanese efforts
to undertake
literary enactments of the future as if the future were present.
Suehiro Tetcho's Y23 novel, Njudsan-nen
mirai-ki,is what finallyestablished the mirai-kivogue nationwide in 1885-86.
In theirconcernwithpoliticsand policy, and in some oftheirliterary modalities (allegory, metaphor, fictionalnarrative), mirai-kito
some extentoverlapped withthe genre of political novels popular in
Japan since the advent of the Freedom and Popular Rights movement in the 1870s. They also tended to deepen the political novel's
sophisticationwith regard to the negotiation of time and change.
However, it is only when a deep consciousness of the future is
presentin a narrativeabout the past or presentthatthe work can be
52 Not only Fukuzawa but the Meirokusha intellectuals as a group are known fortheir tendency to value literatureprimarilyforits utilityas a tool forgoverning and educating the people. See Ochi Haruo et al., Kindai bungakuno seiritsu-ki
(Gakuseisha, 1977), p. 12. Hiraoka
Toshio :
however, has expanded the parameters of this whole issue by suggesting
that enlightenmentthought 34,X
no
itselfis literature< *. See Hiraoka, Meiji bungakushi
shuhen(Yuiseido, 1976), p. 29.
I have in mind all of the following,whetherJapanese, Chinese, or Western in origin: the
5
common notion of paradise, expressed as
, +?,
, PI, etc.; the Buddhist notion
of the Home of the Happy Dead, ig+; the Christian notion of Heaven, S1;
the PeachBlossom Paradise, ft
Tao hua yuan ji tWEREJd; the legendary
, in Tao Qian's P
Dragon Palace, 7
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said to be trulysophisticatedin its concept oftime and change. Conversely,it is only when an author can incorporatean awareness of
past and presentin speculations about the futurethat a work should
be called trulyfuturological.In both cases, the method of understandingand even expositionmust be dialectical to be effective.The
firstfew Meiji mirai-kiwent only part of the way.
Tetcho continued to writemirai-kinovels: Setchubaiand its sequel,
Kakan'o6TMWJA
(A Bush Warbler among Blossoms, 1887-88), are
his best-knownworks. These works, oftenreferredto (correctly)as
political novels despite their mirai-ki"frame," depict a process in
which ideal political conditions can be constructed.The Aesopian
method adopted here is the Romantic metaphor of a happy-ending
love-storybetween a young and sincere, but vulnerable male freedom fighter(saishi), and a young, beautiful, sympatheticfemale
supporter(kajin). These two optimisticpoliticalnovels by Tetcho, togetherwith his pessimisticNju-san-nenmirai-ki,paint a chiaroscuro
portraitof the projected social and political landscape around Meiji
23 (1890).54
and Kakan'o6,however, while more sophisticatednovelisSetchu-bai
tically, do not necessarily offerany more interestingfuturological
views of the futurethan earlier mirai-ki.This may explain why they
are known as political novels ratherthan mirai-ki.In both Setchu-bai
and Kakan'o6,the only part that is set in the futureis the opening
few pages of Setchu-bai,
in which two nameless gentlemen of about
who appear to be older versions of Shingin-kunand Shinage fifty,
kotsu-kun from Nluisan-nenmirai-ki,are conversing on the anniversary of the opening of the Diet, on October 3rd in the 173rd
year of Meiji (2040), when the Diet is functioningperfectly.The future city is described merely in a few lines of already cliched language.55The two men discuss an article in the Choyashinbun,which
54 Compare: "The histories of utopia and dystopia are a landscape in chiaroscuro. " Frank
E. Manuel and Fritzie P. Manuel, Utopian Thoughtin the WesternWorld(Cambridge: The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1979), p. 6.
5
Tetcho's description of the futureis limited to the following: that the city is covered with
tall brick buildings and electriclines that spread like a spider's nest; that trains are running in
all directions, that electric lights illuminate the nighttimestreetsas brightlyas daylight, that
trade ships fromall over the world are berthed at the port, and that there are hundreds of thousands of soldiers on the land, as well as several hundred battleships on the ocean. See Setchuibai
in Meiji seiji shosetsu-shui
(Chikuma shobo, 1967), pp. 112-13.
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introducesa stone epitaph dedicated to Okei tU fromover a century and a half before, and which was unearthed accidentally at
Uguisudani. One of the two men reveals that he went to the Ueno
Library to findOkei's two texts, Setchubaiand Kakan'oJ,mentioned
in the epitaph. Althoughthe political love storytheyrelate, between
Kunino Motoi and Tominaga Haru, is told as a storyof the past
"discovered" in the future,there is no dialogue between the future (the year 173) and the present(just beforeY23). The reader is
not rewardedwithany ofthe excitementthat accompanies the opening ofsuch a time capsule. These novels did demonstrateexperimentation and advances in novelistictechniques, such as the establishment of a third-personnarrator. However, although third-person
narration is an importantelement in a more sophisticatedfictional
treatmentof the future,it did not signifya full historiographical
awareness or a true futurologicaldiscourse. Ultimately, Tetch6's
are closer to Sh6toku Taishi mirai-ki
efforts
than to the rapidlyevolving Meiji genre that they themselveshelped launch.
Thefunctionof Y23 as a demarcation
It is significantthat it was only when the futurewas given the
demarcation of the Year 23 that the firstclusterof mirai-kiby Ryiuso6
Gaishi and Suehiro Tetcho became possible. While Dioscorides
chose to writeabout the futuretwo hundred years ahead in order to
liberate himselffromhis contemporarypolitics and science, Tetcho
and other authors needed a point of referencein the near future,
which divided the time into pre-Y23 (the present) and post-Y23 (the
future). And yet it was precisely this obstacle of the Year 23 that
hinderedthe developmentof an even more sophisticatedfuture-consciousness, or a trulyfuturologicalliterature,because "what has not
happened yet" hardlydefinesthefutureexhaustively,and theperception ofthe futureas what has not happened, and thereforewhat cannot be known, is far fromthe Dioscoridian interestin constructing
the future.These earlymirai-ki
neverthelessassistedthe development
of a dialecticaltreatmentoftime, and a futurologicalnarrativemethodology, even as they themselvesexhibited severe limitations.
The paradox we have just noted is partlythe resultof the increasingly statist character of the Meiji regime, and the limitations
placed on politics even as the nation celebrated the institutionof a
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constitutionalpolity. But Meiji Japan's Y23 crisis also reflectsthe
sociolinguisticsof the Japanese language itself. Then as now, the
in the concept ofthe futurebetweenJapanese and Europedifference
an cultures is manifestin the words that connote "future." The
Japanese word forthe future,"mirai," literallymeans, "what has
not come yet." This negativeJapanese expression-' what has not
come ye"-assigns a greater importance to "what has passed already," greaterthan obtains in European languages. For example,
the English word, "future," and the Spanish word, "futuro," both
derived fromLatin, suggestmore positively"what is about to be."
The Russian "budushee" derives froman equivalent Slavic root.
The French, "avenir," and German, "zukunft," both convey the
idea of "what is to come." The early mirai-kidivision of time into
two aspects-(1) beforean event or action, and (2) afterit-suits all
too convenientlythe expression of time in the Japanese language.
As it is oftenobserved, Japanese does not have a futuretense or a
past tense parallel to the tenses in European languages. Instead,
Japanese makes a vital distinctionbetween perfectiveand imperfective aspect: between what has happened (or completed action) and
what has not yet happened (or uncompleted action).56What divides
the perfectiveand the imperfectiveis not the ever-moving,neutral
present moment, but the ever-growingsphere of perfectedevents,
which create the comfortofknown entitiesand rejectthe uneasiness
of the unknown.
In discourse governed by such a temporal scheme, it is particularly easy, when considering the past, to confuse "what has happened" with "what we know," althoughtheyare not the same. It is
to ventureout ofthe intellectuallycomfortcorrespondinglydifficult
able arena of what is known, into the insecure, unstable, shapeless
world of the imperfectivefuture.This division of perfectiveand imperfectiveimplicitlyposits a negative value to what has not yethappened, or what we do not yet know, especially at a time when realism is deemed synonymous with modernity. A more progressive
sense of time can celebrate the futureas a source of expectationand
56 For example,see how
dividesthe tensein Japanese
KindaichiHaruhiko
*
grammarinto A;g (past) and JA;1
(non-past)in theconclusionofhis "Nihongodoshi
no tensuto aspekuto,"in Kindaichi,ed., Nihongo
doshinoaspekuto
(Mugi shobo, 1976), pp.
27-61. It is truethattheRussian verbsystemalso employsaspect.
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hope. Dioscorides depicted the world two centuries into the future
seeking liberation fromthe political and scientificlimitationsof his
time, while the authors of the Y23 mirai-kifirsthad to findthe standard by which theycould mark the division between the present(or
what has happened) and the future(or what has not yet happened).
That was the contributionand limitationof the Year Twenty-three
in the development ofJapanese consciousness of futuretime.
This discoveryofthe futurewas a necessarystep forMeiji readers
to take to learn how to vault their traditional dichotomies or divisions and to expand theirhorizons into the future. Even Tetcho's
Nijusan-nenmirai-kirepresents an attempt (however "imperfect"
or negative) to grapple with the questions of time and progress.
However, it is importantto note that this bipolar structureof preand post-Y23 did deter furtherdevelopment ofJapanese temporal
consciousness, forthere is no real division between the present and
the future,just as there is none between the present and the past.
To compare this with a currentissue today, the Y2K problem suggests that the digitalization and computerizationin today's society
have helped create a psychological effectsimilar to that of the Y23
crisis in Meiji. When people find that some artificialor external
force,not theirown desire, is determininghistory,it can lead to a
feelingof temporal dissonance.
In an earlier efflorescenceof Romantic sentimentin Japan, the
Man'yo poets were capable of conjuring up images of happy reunion with their lovers, imaginativelycreating their own futures. In
early Meiji Japan, the rapidly evolving genre of the political novel
featured the same sort of romantic, creative effort.By contrast,
none of the Y23 mirai-ki,depending as theydid on a short,state-imposed timetable,offeredthe reader a compellingvision ofJapan's future. However, as I suggested above, the glimmeringstheyexhibited of a futurologicalconsciousness attractedthe attentionof more
sophisticated authors, whose art transcended the format of the
mzraz-ki
genre.57
57 The earliest substantial work that I know of that takes future-consciousness to a higher
literary level is Koda Rohan's debut novel, Tsuyu dandan (1889). This hybrid, transitional
work incorporates elements of the political novel and mirai-ki.It tells of a millionaire's scheme
to assist his young daughter's growthto build her own future. It is a work of forward-looking
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CONCLUSIONS

Time & theater
Although the Y23 mirai-kigreatly contributed to the public's
awakening to the near future,it does not followthatpeople accepted
the notion of progress easily. Tetcho's dystopian historyof the future in factposes an alternativeto progressivism.He was aware that
many contemporarieshad begun to espouse the doctrines of Herbert Spencer. The notion of historyas progresswas spreading even
to the extentthatthe Meiji Restoration itselfwas widelyviewed as a
part of Japan's progress. However, Tetcho seems to have been
resistingthe trend. His lack ofvision reflectsa strategicincrementalism and particularism.
An illustrationof the differencebetween Tetcho's point of view
and that of contemporary boosters of scientificobjectivity and
progresscan be seen by comparing attitudestoward the theater,or
ratherthe theateras metaphorforlife and history.Doi Koka ?51
a Meiji-era historian who believed in the notion of progress,
states in the introductionto his translation of Buckle's Historyof
Civilizationin England:
Since I was a child, I was fondof reading history. . .. But when I stopped fora moment to evaluate all the works into which I have poured my greatest time and
effort,I findthat they are writtenelegantly and clearly, and depict events with enthusiasm and dynamism. They all entertain the mind's eye. However, I do not
know what I learned fromthem, nor do I know what use theywould be to me in the
future.The experience is not much differentfromthe entertainmentan audience of
women and children get fromactors' excellent performanceson stage, rewarded by
loud applause.58

By disparaging a certainkind of historicalnarrativeas theatrical,
Koka impliesthatit partakesmore of fictionthan offact. He goes on
to contrastthis sortofhistorywithscientificanalysis of fact.Tetcho,
however, actually tries to promote a sense of drama in political

Romanticism, and the only Y23 mirai-kithat transcends the limitations of that genre.
5
Doi Koka, " Honyaku Eikoku bunmeishi jo (An Introduction to the Translation ofHistoch and Miyachi Masato tP*iEL\, eds.,
ryof Civilizationin England)," in Tanaka Akira
Rekishininshiki(Iwanami shoten, 1991), p. 166.

m
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action in the present and the future-indeed, he contends that the
Diet sessions themselves should proceed theatrically:
. . . I thereforeurge all politicians to practice the drama that is to open in the year
23 and thoroughlyfamiliarizethemselveswith it so that theydo not panic when the
time comes. At the same time the people, who are going to be the audience, also
should prepare themselves in advance, so that when the curtain of the Diet finally
opens, the entirehall will shake withthe thunderof applause, by which the performers on stage will be roused to show to our heart's content the greatest-everpolitical
theater. (p. 112)

For a large segmentof the reading public in the mid-1880s, politics and historyboth were closely tied to theatricalperformance,as
in Tetcho's work. The greatpopularityof his Nijusan-nenmirai-kiatteststo the appeal of this theatricality.The differencebetween politics and historyas a logical, progressivedevelopment of cause and
effect,and their functioningas theatrical performance,is that the
latter view places a greater importance on human emotions. Doi
Koka's rational, "scientific" approach offersa linear explanation of
the development of events, a doctrine of progress. However, if one
does not share the belief that scientificand technological advancementbringsa betterlife,one needs somethingotherthan logic to explain the historyof mankind.
As with Tetcho, if one focuses on emotions and psychology,
ratherthan logic, history(including his historyofthe future)cannot
be explained merelyby cause and effect.History may seem cyclical
and repeatable, in contrastto the linearityoflogical development. It
takes a sense of drama to connect people and experiences of different times and places on an emotional level. This latter approach
deliberatelycollapses timeto create emotional sympathyand consensus. Shoyo's emphasis on ninjo-,human emotions, in his epochmaking thesis, TheEssenceoftheNovel,echoes Tetcho in this regard.
Although Tetcho may not have been successful in constructinga
futurologicalnarrative, it needs to be acknowledged that rather
than simply accepting importedDarwinian theory,he made an attempt to construct his own historical theory, partly because his
knowledge of the Western science and technologywas limited, and
partly because he was an independent thinker,proud of Japan's
own tradition. Sadly, his nativistpolitics constrained him not only
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spatiallyand culturallybut also temporally,in a world in which the
futureseemed manifestlyWestern.
timeand history
Re-counting
froma futureperspective
In MeijiJapan, the "translation" offoreignpolitical and intellectual systems inevitably posed the challenge, or opportunity, of
justifyingradical discontinuityin a way thatmade sense forthe continuous native consciousness. Meiji Japanese learned about the entire Western civilization at random, from Plato to Darwin all at
once. This multi-faceted,multi-temporalWest was what Japan
tried to emulate. Yano Ryuikei(1850-1931) tried to enlightenthe
public about the merits and virtues of democratic polity through
a political novel about the ancient Greek heroes of Thebes in his
Keikokubidan (A Noble Tale of Statesmanship, 1883-84), while
Miyazaki Muryui(1855-89) triedto stirup anti-authoritariansentiment by adapting a political novel, Ki shu-shu(The Lamentation of
Lost Souls, 1884), from Stepniak's nihilistic Underground
Russia
(1882). Knowledge of and about the West, importedthus en masse,
challengedthewhole ofJapanese historyand tradition.This encounter must have furtheredthe existingsense of social chaos. In order
to come to some understanding of their tumultuous times, it was
necessary to re-count time itself,using the Western scale, and to
"recount" historywiththe awareness ofthe future,and withthe expectation that by a certain futuretime, Japan will have become a
more successfullyWesternized or modernized nation, similarto the
condition the Western nations were in at the end of the 19th century. Meiji Y23 mirai-kiauthors considered theirpresentunsatisfactory because theycompared it with the conditions in the Western nations, or in otherwords, what theythoughtwas theirfuture.Thus
they delineated the struggleof the modernizing process, but with
the hidden expectationthatin the futuretheywill be looking back to
theirpast and rememberingthat it was once reality.What is of the
"future" about the Y23 mirai-kiis the authors' and contemporary
readers' awareness of the future.
However, the problematic effortsof the mirai-kiauthors prove
that merely identifying"the future" as a static concept is insufficient
to permitone to envision or constructthe future.A creative, futurologicalconsciousness adds to the "mirror" of the past
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another "mirror" in the future. The futurethus reflectsboth the
present and the reflectionof the present in the mirrorof the past.
Moreover, the previouslysingle image of the viewer reflectedin the
mirrorof the past now multiplies infinitelyby reflectingthe image
of the viewer in the mirrorof the future.This perpetual dialectic of
the viewer and the two mirrorsbinds present,past, and futureinto a
single phenomenon. One can then writeforthe firsttime about the
historyofthe future.Once thatis possible, the futurologicalperspective affordsnew views of the past and the presentas well. For all its
limitations, the mirai-kiboom epitomized by Tetcho's Njuisan-nen
mirai-kiwas a collectivestep towards a futurologicalunderstanding,
although it was quickly engulfed by a new and burgeoning social
movement to privilege science and fact over imagination and
creativity.The value of the early, Y23 mirai-kiis that they show
how, beforethe triumphof realism, intellectualsstruggledto incorporate the futureinto theirtime consciousness.
Although the "Year 23" that these authors conjured up is long
past forus today, theireffortsare stillrelevantto today's futurological issues. For us, the stakes are even higher. Since the destiny of
humanitycan be affectedby even one nuclear bomb, one viral epidemic, one computerproblem, our involvementin futurologicaldiscourse is indeed more appropriate than ever.
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